POST TIME
BY NICHOLAS OAKES

Race 1 4-3-5
JK Cowboy Has been in a class free-fall his last few starts and
now lands all the way down the ladder. If Spence can hold his
position off the gate he will be very hard to deny.
Woodmere Soul Has been hitting the ticket regularly as he looks
for his first win of 2021. It could very well come in here today.
Tylers Beach Boy Hits the bottom of the class ladder and should
be a real threat in here.
Race 2 4-6-1
My Land We opted to give him a start to get tight last week and
he definitely didn’t need it circling up from post 4. This guy is
about to wheel off a few wins and we’ll call today win number two
straight.
Brookdale Ollie Post is not ideal but he rallied from the back his
last start in this class to be the runner-up. He is hard to leave out.
Flameproof Hanover Will be aggressive off the gate and should
hang around for a slice of it.
Most Probable My Land

Race 3 1-5-6
Dividend Day Who can forget the last time he had the rail and
set up a torrid tempo to win in 1:56.2. If Wallace opts to guard the
cones again he has a real shot at getting it all.
The Twist This will be his first start in November so that makes
up a bit wary but when he is good he is real good so we’ll put him
in the ticket.
Likely To Win Those 55 lifetime wins show that he knows how to
get the job done and we have a hard time leaving him out.
Race 4 3-6-5
Pineapple Express He will be on the lead today barring anything
strange happening and should be a welcome change after toughing
it out parked out in two of his last three starts. The road to the
winner’s circle goes through him.
Willie Brennan Raced well last week and now gets to team up
with Campbell again. He’ll have to rally from off-the-pace but we
know he has what it takes.
Brushcut Is a big part of it every single week at this level and we
expect today to be no different.
Race 5 5-4-3
Agood Time To Rock A class horse that knows how to get the job
done. He is rounding into form and fresh off a win so we like him.
Silverhill Buddy Hung on for second off the lead his last start and
will have some say again today.
Windemere Albert Has been racing very well since removing the
hopples and we expect him to show up in here.
Race 6 5-2-7
Boys Turn There is no question that Vernon Downs is a faster
track than the CDP but this horse still paced 1:53 his last start. We
will place him on top until he gives us a reason not to.
Spack Jarrow Has been picking away at a very nice season every
week and we like him in here.
Chocolate Swirl Other than post 7 there is not much not to like
about this guy at this level. He could overcome the odds and land
right back on top.
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Race 7 3-8-2
Pictonian I Am Has been racing very well against a superb group
of sophomore colts in stakes action and this looks like his race to
lose.
Adventure Luck Gets the outside again but that was an incredible
move past the half in his last start to grind up for the deuce. We
expect more of the same.
Hemingway Has a few starts under his belt now and will be
scoring number 25 very soon. We’ll opt to wait a week on placing
him on top.
Value Play Hemingway
Race 8 2-6-4
Pictonian Storm Is dropping a class and draws inside so it looks
like nothing but open road ahead of him.
Mantario Dowling has gotten along very well with this horse in
the past so we expect this combo to thrive again today.
Selkirk Echo Is a solid choice to round out the ticket.
Race 9 1-2-5
Eagle Jolt Is setting himself up for a short ride around the track
with rail control so we see very little standing in his road to victory.
Gringo Star The only thing for certain in this race is this horse
will be forwardly placed but we think he can hang around for a
large slice of the final action.
JJ Patrick We like him for a piece of it.
Race 10 3-2-4
Doc Darryl Is the hottest pacer in Eastern Canada right now and
today should be win number three-straight.
Cowboy Logic If he is as good as we know he can be, he could just
play spoiler to our top pick in here.
Unique Beach The way he has been racing he is very hard to leave
out.
Race 11 2-5-3
Bugsy Maguire Did the unthinkable on Nov. 13, when he rocked
off the front and defeated Time To Dance. That top pacer is absent
from this field and with post 2 Spence will be pointing Bugsy
Maguire for the lead and taking all comers. It’s repeat time.
Screen Test Is the definition of versatility with him winning races
off the lead, in a hole or swooping up from last. Our top pick will
see this guy at some point in the mile.
The Rev He didn’t become the richest Atlantic bred pacer of alltime by accident. He knows how to bring his A-game and we see no
reason to count him out in here.
Race 12 4-3-2
Ashes To Ashes There are no sure things in this field with an
argument to be made for every single entry. We like this horse’s
versatility coupled with a favourable draw so we’ll place him on top.
Bank Shot Hanover Was never left alone on the lead for a single
stride last week and faded out of the picture. If he can get any kind
of breather we see a big rebound today.
Usurper He will be on top of many of your tickets and maybe that
is where he belongs but there is so much at play in this field we’ll
opt to place him third.
Longshot Play Melanies Magic

